1997 cadillac deville headlights

By mhinchley , February 25, in General Cadillac Forums. Well I just bought this Caddy Deville
last night with 74, miles. And wouldn't you know it, the headlights do not activate. They will not
turn on automatically and they won't turn on with the pull switch. The parking lights come on
with the pull switch but no headlights. Even with the pull switch pulled out all the way which
obviously should turn on the headlights , no headlights are on, and the message center reads
"headlamps suggested". Odd I thought, with the pull switch activated, you would think the
computer would think the headlights were on and not send that message. If I pull back and hold
the dimmer switch, the brights do come on, but as soon as I let go of it, they go off too. And I
don't hear a click when I pull back on the dimmer switch. Maybe dimmer switch broke??? I had
to drive with the running lights and hazards on for the 80 mile ride home. By the way headlamp
fuse is ok and bulbs are ok as well. Guess I should read the entire post first. I see fuse is ok.
Still running strong! Well so far there is no power at the either dim headlight fuses. The circuit
must run in series because if I jump either fuse with a hot wire both headlights come on. So now
I am thinking headlight switch as mentioned, or dimmer switch. Try the headlight switch first if I
can get to it to get it out. Looks much easier then dimmer switch. Think I need to run down and
try to find a service manual on this thing before I did too far into it. This is not specifically
Caddy problem. You will need to remove the wheel to get the switch. Disconnect the battery and
remove the airbag fuse before. And I would check the condition of wires inside ignition lock
cylinder while you are on it as well. A Factory Service Manual not a Chilton or something is a
must if you are going take care of the car yourself. I am hoping it is the headlight switch
because the dimmer looks like a real PITA to change. Right now I cannot even locate the SIR
fuse. Don't wanna set off the airbags. Ok, I got done going through the circuit and checking all
fuses-relays, etc. All were good. Finally, I pulled the headlamp switch. When I unplugged the
switch whalla So I am guessing it is the switch shorting or something. Don't have a diagram of
the switch to check it. So gonna buy a new one or get one from a bone yard and try that out.
Otherwise I could always just unplug it when I want the lights on Update for future reference
once I locate a switch. Sort of had the same problem, had to replace relay in the trunk. I believe
its behind rear passengers seat. Was indeed the headlight switch. Should have went that route
first and saved some time. All is well with the lights. On to the coolant change and O2 sensor
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Headlight Assembly The last thing you want to experience whenever you are in the middle of a
drive at night is having a faulty and trippy Cadillac Deville headlight assembly. Problems on this
part could prove too costly as you are left blind while you try to navigate through the dark.
Without enough visibility, you might end up in a fatal accident you could've avoided. Before
something like this happens, it's important that you replace bad headlights and other bad parts

at once. Here are some of the signs that tell you have something wrong with your Deville's
headlight assembly. The lights of your headlight assembly should be controllable by the simple
setting of the switch to the on or off position. If it appears like the bulbs want to light up or die
on their own, your car may have a problem with the circuit breaker: a part that's responsible for
sending and stopping the flow of electricity to the parts that need it. Try replacing this first
before you go to the more demanding task of working on the headlight assembly. Let's hope a
problem like this happens when you're parked in the garage. Old bulbs are the first suspect. If
these are still new, check the fuse box for any bad or burnt connections. Relays may have gone
bad as well. Even if you turn on the high beams on your headlight assembly, other lights such
as turning, parking, and running lights should still work. The cause of other lights dying while
you have high beams revolves around a faulty fuse. If replacing this doesn't solve anything, the
issue may be in a faulty mechanism with the switches in the steering column. Assuming the
components directly connected to the Deville's headlight assembly are new and fresh, dimming
lights shouldn't be a problem. If it still happens, the cause of such incidents lies on other parts
such as the battery terminals and fuses. Clean any dirt off the lines and make sure the fuses are
as tight as possible to ensure that electricity travels without any restrictions. A Cadillac Deville
headlight assembly is vital to your safety and driving ability at night. If these don't function well,
it will be very hard to see through the blinding darkness. Headlights don't just go out in an
instant. Failures are a result of little unattended problems that build up overtime. At first, the
brightness is limited. Eventually, it completely goes black. These can be avoided if you simply
take the time to perform routine maintenance and tend to the lights' needs. These are some of
the things you can do to take care of your headlight assembly. The lenses of your Cadillac
Deville headlight assembly act as a protective cover to the bulbs and an enhancer to the light's
brightness. Dirt, dust, and small debris can contaminate these as you drive. The damage could
lead to adverse effects such as cracked and foggy lenses. Cleaning these off should go a long
way to preventing these from happening. Aside from cleaning the lenses of the headlight
assembly, it's also a good idea to apply a layer of wax and sealant. These two are another layer
of protection against the same elements that can tarnish the lights. At least once a year, it is
recommended that you reconfigure the aim of the Deville's headlight assembly. The constant
shakes and vibrations of the car can alter the focus of the lights. Also, if the weight of the car
constantly changes, either due to varying passenger or cargo weight, it may be necessary to
readjust the aim more frequently. If you think that the brightness from the headlight assembly
isn't strong enough, it doesn't hurt to upgrade the lights to stronger ones. Clear lenses along
with stronger bulbs are the best combination for getting the most out of your headlights. Just
make sure that the fuses and wiring can accommodate the extra juice needed for the assembly.
Whenever you do some adjustments on the headlight assembly, make sure you work on them in
pairs for uniformity and consistency. This also makes it easier for you to maintain and manage
the lights. Don't hold back by cleaning or repairing just one unit at a time. Before turning their
Cadillacs into a dazzling, multi-colored light show projector, buyers must first take note of laws
governing the use of headlights. The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard requires vehicles in
every state of America to be equipped with headlights emitting only white colored lights. Other
laws vary from state to state but they generally require all vehicles to have two functioning
headlights that must be turned on at night time or whenever visibility is low. For people wanting
to add or upgrade their headlights, they won't have much of a problem doing so as long as the
new lights comply with local laws. Aside from being built from better materials, the more
expensive headlights are usually backed by solid warranties that guarantee complete
replacement in case of headlight malfunction. Consider them a really good investment.
Incandescent headlights are the most basic ones available. They are not much different from
regular light bulbs but they are significantly more powerful. These lights also burn out the
quickest. Halogen headlights are constructed just like incandescent lights but are filled with
halogen gas and use thinner filaments. They burn brighter and last longer than the former. High
Intensity Discharge headlights are the best among the bunch. The bulbs are filled with xenon
gas and use electrodes instead of a filament. This makes them significantly brighter and longer
lasting than halogen lights. With its unparalleled long life and very strong light intensity, HID
lights are definitely the best. Unfortunately, they will need extra components like ballasts and
headlights igniters, making them an expensive upgrade. For people with reasonable budgets,
halogen lights will definitely leave them satisfied. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
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